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Inspired
      Setting
Unbeatable performance and  

energy efficiency — all your  

lighting needs can be met with  

the versatile and eco-friendly  

line of LUX LED Lights. Choose a  

light that fits your style, your  

mood, your task-at-hand —  

with a LUX Light your creativity 

will flourish. 



LUX LED Lights

LUX LED Lights enhance  
home and work spaces to  
create inviting and utilitarian 
inspiration zones. Smart, versatile 
and energy-efficient, LUX LED 
Lights provide accent and  
essential lighting in stylish,  
modern designs. Pick the light 
that suits your needs and  
illuminate with LUX.

LUX Collections

LUX features three collections 
to accommodate any setting, 
any ambience, and any task: 
LUX Bungalow for modern LED 
technology with a classic touch, 
LUX Studio for extra bright LEDs in 
a sleek design, and LUX Loft for 
colorful, yet timeless, style.  

The Definitive LED Light

Streamlined and sophisticated, 
LUX LED Lights are functional, 
eco-friendly and embody a  
simple aesthetic elegance,  
compromising neither form nor 
function.  Design is paramount 
for LUX LED Lights — fit a LUX Light 
into any space for an exquisite 
focal point or to brighten a dark 
corner. LUX collections have 
been designed for maximum 
flexibility and adaptability —  
for use in a variety of locations 
and applications. 

Solid Craftsmanship

LUX Lights are solidly constructed 
of durable metal components.  
Only high quality, energy- 
efficient flicker-free LEDs are used 
in each LUX Light. Our emphasis 
on design ensures every aspect 
of a LUX Light is designed with 
the user in mind. Our lights  
feature sturdy, weighted bases, 
jointed pivoting arms, adjustable 
light heads, and striking, yet  
subtle, accents.
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Modern
      Classic
A contemporary take on the lighting  

of the early 1900s, the Bungalow LED  

Light collection offers eco-friendly  

lighting with classic, irresistible style.  

Since the warm white LED light shines  

brightly for 50,000 hours, Bungalow  

LED Lights are the perfect lights for  

any setting.



Bungalow: modern technology, classic style

LUX Bungalow LED Floor Light 

The LUX Bungalow LED Floor Light offers stylish, energy-efficient  
lighting with two choices of finish to fit any room’s aesthetic.  
The arms adjust to thoroughly illuminate a variety of activities. 

• Crafted from steel 
• Brushed nickel or  
 black satin finish 
• 550 lumens 
• 3000 Kelvin warm white light 
• Dimmer switch 
• Jointed, pivoting arm 
• Weighted base
• 11 Watts 

LUX Bungalow LED Task Light

The LUX Bungalow LED Task Light offers eco-friendly lighting  
with a vintage aesthetic. The fully-adjustable lamp is a  
utilitarian workspace light or the perfect accent piece for  
the home or office. The warm white light lasts for 50,000 hours. 

• Crafted from steel 
• Brushed nickel or black satin finish 
• 550 lumens 
• 3000 Kelvin warm white light 
• Dimmer switch 
• Jointed, pivoting arm 
• Weighted base
•   11 Watts 
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Timeless
  Aesthetic
Sleek and modern, the Studio LED  

Light collection offers an enticing  

interpretation of the traditional  

workspace task light. These extra  

bright LED lights fit beautifully in any  

environment where refined design  

is the standard.



Studio: extra bright, sleek design

LUX Bar LED Task Light 

The LUX Bar LED Task Light is an innovative alternative to  
traditional task lighting. The LUX Bar LED Task Light is solidly  
constructed of metal components and high-quality, bright  
white LEDs. The LUX Bar is available freestanding or with a  
clamp base, in brushed aluminum, black or white. 

•   Constructed of aluminum
•   Brushed aluminum, black, or white finish
•   400 lumens 
•   3000 Kelvin white light 
•   6.5 Watts 
•   50,000 hours of continuous life 
•   Flicker-free, high-quality LEDs 
•   Head swivels 90 degrees
•   Light area: 36” diameter
•   Free standing or clamp base
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Sublime
       Design
Vibrant yet polished, the Loft LED Task  

Light collection brings personality and  

style to your living and work spaces.  

Loft LED Task Lights marry innovative  

technology with masterful design  

to provide bright white light so you  

can perform your best — no matter  

the task.



Loft: modern and masterful

LUX Architect LED Task Light   

Make a statement with the LUX Architect LED Task Light.  
Exhibiting characteristic architect-style construction, the  
LUX Architect LED Task Light melds the familiar aesthetic  
with the latest LED technology. Solidly-constructed of  
steel, with careful attention paid to the finest details, the  
timeless Architect Light is available in a satin black or  
brushed nickel finish.

•   Time-honored and utilitarian LED desk and task lamp
•   Crafted from steel 
•   Brushed nickel or black satin finish 
•   400 lumens 
•   3000 Kelvin white light 
•   Jointed, pivoting arm 
•   Head swivels 360 degrees
•   Lights 36” diameter space
•   8 Watts 
•   50,000 hours of continuous life 
•   Flicker-free, high-quality LEDs 

LUX Dome LED Task Light

The affordable LUX Dome LED Task Light is functional and  
eco-friendly. With a variety of colors to choose from, the LUX  
Dome complements any décor. Its solid construction and  
metal components are durable and long-lasting, as are the  
LEDs that cast brilliant white light. The light’s vivid dome head  
swivels 360-degrees — perfect for lighting your entire space  
at work, home or school.

•   Durable, colorful LED desk and task lamp
•   Crafted from steel
•   400 lumens  
•   8 Watts
•   3000 Kelvin white light 
•   Head swivels 360 degrees
•   Lights 36” diameter
•   50,000 hours continuous life 
•   Flicker-free, high-quality LEDs 
•   Colors: black satin, chartreuse  
    green, turquoise, brushed nickel  
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Green
        Trends
LUX LED Lights are the perfect  

replacement for both incandescent  

lights that waste energy in the form  

of heat and for fluorescent (CFL)  

lights, which contain toxic mercury  

vapor and require expensive  

replacement bulbs.  



Less Energy, More Light:  
LUX for Workplace Lighting 

LUX LED Lights by Mighty Bright 
are your solution to workspace 
lighting. LUX LED Lights provide 
commercial office spaces  
an opportunity to substantially  
reduce energy use, while  
furnishing spaces with high- 
performing LED task lights  
with inspired design.

Empower Your Employees

LUX LED Task Lights can 
brighten the darkest corner  
of a workspace, allowing your 
employees to be more focused 
and productive. Task lighting 
placed at workspaces provides 
enhanced and targeted illumi-
nation that overhead lighting 
lacks. Plus, by using LED task  
 
 

lights in conjunction with a  
reduction in overhead lighting 
throughout your building, you’ll 
substantially reduce energy 
costs and improve the building’s 
overall carbon footprint.

LEED Certification

Using LUX LED Lights in work- 
spaces may help achieve  
points toward a building’s LEED 
certification, a commitment by 
industry architects, designers, 
builders, building owners, and 
others to endorse and adhere to 
sustainable building practices.

LED Power

Utilizing advances in solid-state 
technology, LUX LED Lights 
provide energy-efficient, bright 
illumination. The durable LEDs  
 
 

produce 250-550 lumens for up  
to 50,000 hours of continuous  
lighting. With the LUX line, expect 
years of reliable service without 
ever replacing a diode — every 
LUX light comes with a five-year 
warranty. LUX makes possible  
the transition from bulky, energy- 
consuming incandescent lighting 
and fragile, toxic fluorescent  
lighting to modern LED lights at 
accessible prices.

The History Behind Every LUX Light

Behind every LUX LED Light, you’ll 
find Mighty Bright, designers and 
manufacturers of portable LED 
lights. Since 1985, Mighty Bright 
has blended ease of use and 
affordability with impressive func-
tionality, durability and portability. 
Our LED lights make reading, 
writing, and working easier.

We’ve taken our years of LED 
expertise and applied them to 
the LUX line to produce the most 
stylish and energy-efficient LED 
lights for home and office on the 
market today. And since LEDs 
provide hundreds of thousands 
of hours of light, you can feel 
good about your earth friendly 
purchase.
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LED: making a difference in lighting your world
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